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Motivation
In this project, we are going to use the viewers’ ratings
on IMDb website as an indicator of audience’s
preferences of various TV series, try to discover
features of well-received TV series and make
recommendations.

Models and Discussions (Cont’d)
Linear Model Diagnostic Plots

Feature Selection Process

Data
The TV series data with record on IMDb were provided by
Andrej Krevl from Stanford SNAP Lab.
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Models and Discussions

The results demonstrate that the assumptions of linear
regression on IID normally distributed error terms were
not perfectly met. So we considered the following
improvements.
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Classification
4. Classification
Based on the current dataset, we segment the ratings into
several categories: Fair (rating below 8), Good (8-9), and
Very Popular (9-10), to fit a classification model using L1regularized logistic regression. When predicting the ratings
of an upcoming TV show, this classification model can
predict the most likely category for it.
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65
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8-9
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12

5

Misclassification
Rate
0.08

Unsupervised Learning
3. Improved Model II: Linear Regression with Selected
Features and Interaction Effects between Original Features
We used backward search starting with the full sets including all
possible interaction features. For each iteration of the backward
search, we did cross validation to evaluate the model. The
selected model gave a lower error.

5. Unsupervised Learning
• K-means clustering. K = 3 because we would like to find
a more reasonable segment for the three classes above.
But other values of K will also be considered.

Comparisons Between Models
Linear regression models

Features included

Estimate of
generalizati
on error

Linear regression

All

0.3456

Locally weighted linear regression All

0.3398

Linear regression with selected
features and interaction effects
between original features

0.3321

Features selected by
backward selection
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• PCA
The plots are projections of the data onto the first three
principle components, i.e. the scores for the first three
principal components. The observations of different
subgroups lie near each other in the low-dimensional
space.

